Well, I'm at school right now at 12:13. I came here to get my report card but apparently it's lunch time right now, and the teachers are eating, eating I tell ya'! So I'm guessing I have to wait here in utter loneliness (I'm guessing everyone got their report cards this morning, damn) for 40 ' minutes until Dewar comes back. I guess it's not that bad, I have my laptop here to entertain me (with 2 hours and 28 minutes of battery life left). I'll update everyone on what's happening right here right now!!! Mr. Kapitoler is in the room down the hall talking to a student.... let's see.. he's talking about something in his life...creative nature.... damn talk! he just said "it sure is!" He has this way of getting angry at things very easily, and he's often walking down the hall or through the classrooms with his minion Mister Friesen (the graphics teacher, kap is the electronics teacher). Kapitoler often talks about things that are wrong or that he's angry with. For instance, often you hear him proclaiming how something oughta' be fixed, it's sorta annoying but I don't think about it. I'll update you if I find out what they're saying.

added: He usually talks about material possessions but whatever nevermind (hahah) I'm not gonna judge him.

I guess now would be a good time to start brainstorming for my reflection of this year at school, since I committed myself to writing it next week at the lake (yesssssssss!!!) Let's see, I'll include things like our school culture which highly revolves around jokes (for instance, the "your mom" one was running all year long, "awwwww... snap!" was a popular one at the beginning of the year for some people. I can talk about how I changed, since I got different teachers from grade 8 and 9, and I got introduced to new people who were in the other class (mr. mikes) in grade 8/9. I can talk briefly about my friendships, maybe relationships. The major points in the year for me, the enjoyable classes (art at times, english at times, the one fun math class of the year when miles and i were both excited about doing our homework!, the exams, oddities of the year, locker posters (teen angst... because it's funnier when they're sad. etc)

That's enough for now I think.. wow this is gonna be a big topic to write about. I feel disconnected from the school even though I'm in it right now. I'm usually here when I'm anticipating a day at school, but I'm sitting here now with all the lockers empty and everyone gone... it's eerie but that's why I'm writing so I don't let it get to me.

After this I'm going to go to my friend Jaime's house, and he has his friend over. We'll probably go to Omand's creek and hang out, maybe go see a movie if I have time. After that, I'm going to my lifelong friends Kelsey and Sean's house for supper. The reason for that is interesting. The MANLY men in Watershed are going for a trip to Minneapolis (this includes Kelsey and Sean's dad, eldon, my dad and two other people). The mothers are having a yoga thing tonight I think.. something along that line, so I'm going to their house for supper. It should be enjoyable, I'm looking forward to it. I'm not usually booked like this, I'm lucky if I'm going to one friends house in day! 

An interesting thing in my life (hahah) recently occurred yesterday evening. I felt really, REALLy centered, everything was working out well, and I was feeling perfectly sound with myself. I told my parents, and we went over the things that helped me get that way. I got home from a sorta good day of training at fort whyte. I got home, trevor was a bit annoyed with me but it got worked out. Once I got home... I think I went on the computer boredom surfing (checking apple news, nintendo news) it sustains me but if I live my life like it for a while it's not to good of a thing. Anyways, we had supper and after that I decided I was gonna phone chloe, I did and it was a pretty good talk. I wasn't mistrusting any of my friends at that time, so it was really good. A helpful thing my mom showed me was about this guy David Roche. His face is crazy disfigured, making him look freaky and he's found it to be his greatest gift. It's amazing because he goes around talking about his life. The helpful thing is that he says "unconditional love has a shelf life of 10 seconds, meaning if you experience a moment of complete happiness it probably won't last long. The point is not to focus on it, and continue on making sure not to chase after that moment. An example for me "YES! practicing guitar is SOO fun today!", "the next day, "auugh this is boring, but I'll continue doing it, it's not always gonna be fun". If ya get what he means. It's a really good saying, because I think a lot of people spend their life making techniques about how to get their pleasure and happiness, and don't realize that it won't always be the same if ya get what I mean.

Wow my ass hurts, I'm sitting on this floor... but I've been doing it for (hah that rhymes) lesssee 12:13 to 12:38 whatever that is... 25 minutes, almost half an hour! Wow this is gonna be a long blog entry. My ass is gonna be dead by the end. Ourch man, ourch I gotta move... will I though.. that is thy question of life. I can hear birds chirping through the door grate in the door which where the noise is coming from the open window in the classroom.. lets see if I can record it... Nope mic won't pick it up. I wish someone would come so I could talk to them sorta... whatever. I'll play a game or something. I'll update this in a few minutes.. I'm stopping at 12:42.. when will I get back... hmmmmmmMMMMmm... I'll try to find a wireless network. Nope.

Damn! It's 1:00 and Dewar is not here! I really hope he comes back soon, I want to go!!! I'm kinda bored... maybe I'll read.. yes I will read. hahahhaha :(
